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An immersive core curriculum built for the NGSS, for grades K-8



Excite and empower students to think, read, write and argue like scientists and engineers to solve real-world problems.
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Explore the inside of the human body. Design a health bar for victims and rescue workers of natural disasters, weighing nutrition, taste and cost constraints into your decision-making process. Investigate why lakes of methane are disappearing on Titan, one of Saturn’s moons. Our breakthrough K-8 curriculum, developed by Amplify and the Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of California, Berkeley, integrates the strategies and tools students need to master the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). Amplify Science empowers students to make the leap from “learning about” to “figuring out” the natural and designed worlds, as they apply scientific practices to solve real-world problems. They conduct investigations, create and critique models, and gather evidence to support claims, just as scientists do.
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What sets Amplify Science apart: ++ ++



A powerful partnership: The Lawrence Hall of Science and Amplify.



++ ++ ++



Standards-driven content: A curriculum fully designed for the NGSS.



++ ++ ++



Scientific investigations connected to real-world contexts.



 highly effective approach to teaching science, as determined by A three gold-standard studies.



Instruction that has been thoroughly field-tested in schools nationwide.  rich blend of physical materials and immersive digital tools, similar to A those used by scientists and engineers.



Actionable data about student progress. Support for teachers every step of the way.



4  What sets Amplify Science apart



A powerful partnership: Amplify and the Lawrence Hall of Science The Lawrence Hall of Science is a recognized leader in PreK-12 science education, providing award-winning curriculum products for more than 40 years. The Hall researches, designs and supports the implementation of educational materials and methods, professional development programs and hands-on learning experiences. Curriculum materials by the Lawrence Hall of Science are used in one in four classrooms across the nation. Amplify is leading the way in data-driven instruction and setting the standard for next-generation, digitally enhanced curriculum and assessment. Amplify products and services help educators improve the way they integrate technology and use data in the classroom. To date, Amplify has supported more than 200,000 educators and 3 million students in all 50 states.



6  A powerful partnership



Standards-driven content: Amplify Science was built specifically for the NGSS.



Research-based instruction: Every unit of our curriculum has been tested by schools nationwide.



Our core curriculum integrates the strategies and tools students need to develop the deep scientific understanding required of the Next Generation Science Standards. In fact, it was built from the ground up to address 100 percent of the NGSS and a substantial portion of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Math.



Teachers in a wide range of school settings around the country have field-tested our units. These teachers provide feedback on our content, pedagogy and technology, all of which inform the instructional design decisions we make. The extent to which our units are tested, and enhanced with input from the field, is a hallmark of curriculum development at the Lawrence Hall of Science.



? 8  Standards-driven content



Research-based instruction  9



Disciplinary deep dives: Students investigate using a rich collection of evidence.



First row, from left: In every unit, students get hands-on with physical materials in order to investigate scientific concepts; our Modeling Matter sim allows students to explore how the level of attraction between molecules affects a mixture’s solubility. Second row, from left: Engaging videos such as this one about a real geologist provide the narrative hook for the start of each unit; the movement of molecules are studied as part of a lesson on phase change in matter. Third row, from left: Students closely read and annotate complex scientific texts, looking for evidence to support their arguments; students design complex machines in the Energy Conversions Sim to explore how energy converts between varying forms, including kinetic, potential, thermal, and sound energy.



Using a variety of print and digital sources, students gather evidence, make claims and develop scientific arguments. Sources include:



• 



Digital simulations



• 



Compelling articles and books



• 



Hands-on experiments



• 



Immersive media



10  Disciplinary deep dives



Far right: With the Metabolism sim, students explore the breakdown of proteins into amino acids and starch into glucose in the human body.
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Disciplinary deep dives  11



Science in context: Students apply scientific practices to real-world issues. Every unit is problem-based. Students engage as scientists and engineers to solve real-world problems. For example, students:



• 



 xplore Mars, searching for evidence of past liquid water on E the surface.



• 



 evelop their knowledge of force, motion and collisions to D investigate a botched spaceship docking attempt.



• 



 iscover whether the damming of a river delta to create a D human-made lake may have influenced local weather patterns.



• 



 mbark on fictional engineering internships, and are assigned E projects such as designing portable incubators for premature babies and developing a plan to modify a city’s rooftops to reduce carbon emissions (see right).



12  Science in context



Middle-schoolers take on the roles of engineering interns In each of grades 6-8, students serve as virtual interns at the fictional firm Futura Engineering, where they apply the practices outlined by the NGSS as they design solutions to real-world problems. For example, in one assignment, students must develop a plan to reduce the impact the city of Solton has on climate change. By using Futura’s digital RoofMod tool, students design a plan to modify the roofs of buildings and homes throughout the city by adding solar panels, for example, or changing the color of roofs from black to white.



Science in context  13



Actionable data: Formative assessments allow teachers to measure student understanding throughout each unit.



Teacher support: We are invested in your success, and are with you every step of the way.



Our easy-to-use reports allow teachers to track progress so they can provide the specific help that each student needs to succeed. Through the use of seamlessly integrated formative assessments, teachers have multiple opportunities to:



We provide teachers and administrators with the necessary strategies and support to implement the curriculum in the way that works best for their students. We also offer professional development to help schools make the instructional shifts needed to introduce technology culture. Each unit contains extensive teacher support, including standards alignment, learning goals and different strategies and supports for English Language Learners.



• 



Measure student learning progress throughout each unit.



• 



Quickly identify those in need of extra support.



• 



 arness system-driven grouping to differentiate instruction H based on levels of understanding.



• 



 ngage students in science practices that demonstrate E their understanding of disciplinary core ideas and crosscutting concepts.



14  Actionable data



Teacher support  15



For more information, visit amplify.com or call us at 800-823-1969.



@Amplify Amplify Education Amplify Education Amplify +Amplify 16 All curriculum materials ©2016 The Regents of the University of California. © 2016 Amplify Education, Inc. All trademarks and copyrights are the property of Amplify or its licensors.
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